ABOUT THE SERVICE

Bestpilot.com consists of the website http://bestpilot.com, which allows to find and sign up for pilot training. (further as: „Service”, „System”, „Bestpilot.com” or „Website”).

Thank you for visiting our website Bestpilot.com. We encourage you to read our privacy policy. This Privacy Policy is meant to help you understand what data we collect, why we collect it and what we do with it.

COMPANY DATA AND CONTACT

Service’s owner and personal data administrator is EVIONICA (Al. Stanów Zjednoczonych 51 lok. 620, 04-028 Warsaw, registered in Central Registration and Information on Business; NIP: 5441426877; REGON: 147066893; e-mail: office@bestpilot.com (further as: „Administrator” or „Service provider”).

In any matters connected with Bestpilot.com you can contact the Administrator via e-mail: office@bestpilot.com or via mail Al. Stanów Zjednoczonych 51 lok. 620, 04-028 Warsaw.

PERSONAL DATA

Personal data of bestpilot.com users are processed under the Personal Data Protection Act as of 29 August 1997, consolidated text: Journal of Laws 2002, item 1204 as amended.

We attempt to protect the interest of the Service’s user. We ensure you that all the collected data is processed under the law; collected for marked, lawful purposes and are not subjected to any further processes incompatible with given assumptions; essentially correct and adequate for their purposes and stored no longer than necessary due to processing purposes.

Administrator uses technical and organizational resources providing security of processed personal data suitable for threat or protected data category, especially protects data from data leakage, being stolen by unauthorized, being lost, damaged or destroyed.

Personal data is used in order to sign a contract and implementation of the Bestpilot.com user contract.

Giving personal data is voluntary, but personal data indicated on the Website and Service Regulations is indispensabile to conclude and implement the agreement on the usage of Bestpilot.com, refusing to give this data results in the inability to conclude this agreement.

In case using online payments or credit cards Administrator shears collected personal data with selected company that handles mentioned payments on the Website. Excluding this situation, personal data is not available for third parties without permission.

Administrator provides website visitors right of access and correction their personal data. It requires contact with Administrator (Company Data and Contact).

COOKIES AND OPERATING DATA

An HTTP cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored on the user's computer by the user's web browser while the user is browsing. Cookies were designed to be a reliable mechanism for websites to remember stateful information (such as items added in the shopping cart in an online store) or to record the user’s browsing activity (including clicking particular buttons, logging in, or recording which pages were visited in the past). Detailed information about Cookies: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_cookie

We use the information stored in Cookies files during visiting Bestpilot.com for the following purposes:

- Identifying users as logged in on the website and showing them that they are logged in;
- Customization Website’s content to personal user’s preferences (e.g. colors, font size) and optimization usage of the Website;
- Conducting anonymous statistics of usage of the Website, excluding visitors personal identification.
Normally most of the internet browsers accept Cookies Policy by default. Visitor can define terms of usage of the Cookies via settings accessible in visitor’s internet browser. It means that it is possible to partly or totally disable saving Cooking files on one’s device (disabling Cookies can have an impact on functionality of the Website). This settings are vital, because according to the law, visitor can accept usage of the Cookies files by Administrator via internet browser settings.

If you are interested in the detailed information on changing Cookies’ settings and individual deleting them in the most common web browsers, you can find it in web browser helpdesk and on the websites below:

- Chrome
- Firefox
- Internet Explorer
- Opera
- Microsoft Edge
- Safari

Administrator also collects operating data – visitor’s IP address (logs), which are stored for an unspecified period of time and are used to generate statistics helpful in administrating Website. Data does not contain identifying features, Website’s visitors are anonymous.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Website can contain links to other websites. Administrator encourages to become acquainted with other websites’ privacy policy. This privacy policy concerns only Bestpilot.com.

Should you have any questions, please contact Administrator via email: office@bestpilot.com or via mail: Al. Stanów Zjednoczonych 51 lok. 620, 04-028 Warsaw.